Increasing the Accuracy of SAT-based Debugging
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Abstract—Equivalence checking and property checking are powerful techniques to detect error traces. Debugging these traces is a time consuming design task where automation provides help. In particular, debugging based on Boolean Satisfiability (SAT) has been shown to be quite efficient. Given some error traces, the algorithm returns fault candidates. But using random error traces cannot ensure that a fault candidate is sufficient to explain all erroneous behaviors.

Our approach provides a more accurate diagnosis by iterating the generation of counterexamples and debugging. This increases the accuracy of the debugging result and yields more valuable counterexamples. As a consequence less time consuming manual iterations between verification and debugging are required – thus the debugging productivity increases.

I. INTRODUCTION

The increasing complexity of today’s designs requires automation throughout the whole design process. Verification is one of the major bottlenecks. There exist effective techniques as constrained random simulation or formal verification to show faulty behavior, but analyzing the reason is often still a manual and time consuming debugging task. Techniques to automate debugging have been proposed. Among these, debugging based on Boolean Satisfiability (SAT) [1] has been shown to be quite robust and applicable to a variety of design scenarios from diagnosis to debugging properties. An overview is provided in [1], [2]. Given a set of failure traces or counterexamples, the method computes the set of fault candidates that can explain an observed error.

In principle, the more counterexamples are used, the more accurate is the debugging result, i.e. the set of fault candidates is reduced. Moreover, when all counterexamples are used, each fault candidate is complete: modifying a fault candidate is sufficient to correct all errors. But obviously, using all counterexamples is not feasible in practice. Instead, a subset has to be chosen, where choosing the best subset is NP-complete [3]. Therefore the counterexamples are typically chosen randomly and the fault candidates are not guaranteed to be complete.

The technique of [4] uses such randomly generated counterexamples for debugging, applies re-synthesis to provide a corrected circuit and iterates the verification process. This loop continues until all erroneous traces are fixed. But choosing bad counterexamples may cause many iterations and modifications in many different parts of the circuit. Both is not desirable. Therefore, strengthening the debugging result can lead to less re-synthesis steps and to less changes to the design.

Without an automated re-synthesis step the loop between verification and repair requires the time-consuming intervention of a designer. In this case better counterexamples are even more desirable, raising the debugging productivity and decreasing the design time.

In this paper, we present a technique to ensure that each fault candidate is sufficient to fix all counterexamples, i.e. is complete. Moreover, the process terminates when no more qualitatively different counterexamples are available. Hence, we often need less counterexamples than in a random approach. The technique can be applied in domains like combinational or sequential equivalence checking and property checking.

Our method combines counterexample generation and debugging in a single algorithm. First, a faulty circuit is checked against a specification and a counterexample is extracted. Then, SAT-based debugging provides a fault candidate that is sufficient to fix the counterexample. Finally, additional counterexamples that cannot be fixed using the same fault candidate are determined and the process iterates.

The proposed algorithm uses a Boolean encoding of three-valued logic for checking completeness of fault candidates. Thus some erroneous behavior may be left undetected due to the restricted power of three-valued simulation. Re-synthesis [4] or a symbolic method is required for further strengthening the diagnosis. In the following a complete fault candidate denotes completeness with respect to three-valued simulation.

With each new counterexample the accuracy increases by excluding fault candidates that cannot fix all faulty behaviors. If no additional counterexamples are found, each fault candidate is complete. In an alternative application scenario our technique starts from a given set of counterexamples and finds qualitatively different counterexamples if available.

In experimental studies combinational and sequential circuits are considered. The efficiency is shown on single and multiple faults. In comparison to a set of random counterexamples the accuracy significantly increases.

In the following we present our technique for Equivalence Checking (EC) on the gate level, but the extension to property checking or hierarchical descriptions is straightforward.

The paper is structured as follows: Section II introduces preliminaries on three-valued logic and SAT-based debugging.
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Section III shows limitations of previous approaches. Section IV introduces our approach. Experimental results are summarized in Section V and Section VI concludes.

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Three-Valued Logic

Considering circuit Observability Don’t Cares (ODC) in formal hardware verification leads to stronger counterexamples [5], [6] and faster verification engines [7], [8]. Each counterexample containing unknown (X) values gives a better explanation of the faulty behavior since it does not depend on the signals or components with unknown values. ODCs are often computed in a post-processing step [6] or by a modified SAT solver [5], [8]. But, these approaches do not allow to use ODCs for logical reasoning.

Here, the three-valued logic defined over \{0, 1, X\} requires a direct encoding in Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF) for a standard SAT solver. Accordingly the modeling of gates and components in the CNF formula has to be adjusted. We encode three-valued logic similar to [7] by using two variables for each Boolean signal.

Considering X values requires additional overhead in CNF encoding. Our current implementation requires 3 to 5 times more variables and clauses for each EC instance on the gate level. The factor depends on the types of gates in the circuit, but is linear in the number of gates.

B. SAT-based Debugging

In this section the basics of SAT-based debugging [1] are reviewed. The algorithm accepts a faulty circuit, a set of input stimuli (counterexamples) and the expected correct output responses as input. This information is used to compute gates as fault candidates that may fix the circuit.

In general, a circuit is divided into components. Depending on which elements are chosen as components, the granularity of the debugging result differs. Typical choices are gates or expressions, but also hierarchical or structural information are taken into account [9], [10], [1], [2]. In our examples we consider gates to keep the presentation simple.

For each component extra correction logic is inserted. The original output function \(F_c\) of component \(C\) is replaced by \(F'_c\) as shown in Figure 1(a). The select line \(S_c\) of the additional multiplexer controls \(F'_c\) such that if \(S_c\) is activated, then \(F'_c = R_c\), otherwise \(F'_c = F_c\). \(R_c\) is an unconstrained variable that can have any value assigned. \(S_c\) is also called abnormal predicate. When activated, \(S_c\) leads to a non-deterministic output function of component \(c\). Therefore, \(F'_c\) may behave non-deterministically.

Given a set of \(m\) counterexamples, for each counterexample a combinational debugging instance is created as shown in Figure 1(b): the faulty circuit with additional correction logic is constrained to the inputs \(I\) of the counterexample and the correct output responses \(O\), given from e.g. a golden specification. The same abnormal predicate is used for each instance of a single component. Therefore, activating an abnormal predicate leads to a non-deterministic behavior of a component in all instances. The instance is unsatisfiable if all abnormal predicates are deactivated, since no correction can be performed.

During debugging the underlying SAT solver searches for satisfying assignments by activating some of the correction logic. The algorithm increases the number of activated abnormal predicates from 1 to \(k\). Here \(k\) is the minimal cardinality leading to a satisfiable instance. Then all fault candidates under the limit \(k\) may be extracted by adding a blocking clause for each fault candidate obtained. A fault candidate is a single component or a set of components in case of multiple faults \((k > 1)\). The constrained model is translated into Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF) and given to a SAT solver to check if the instance is satisfiable (SAT) or unsatisfiable (UNSAT).

The extension to sequential circuits is straightforward: the circuit is unrolled and the same abnormal predicates are used in all time steps and for all replicated instances [11]. For property debugging [2] instead of applying a set of correct output responses, the property is applied as reference that has to be fulfilled. To consider more complex components instead of gates all outputs of a single component are connected to the same abnormal predicate [9], [2]. Additionally, techniques to improve the efficiency have been reported.

III. LIMITATIONS

SAT-based debugging has one major drawback: it is exact, but not complete. That is, for a given set of \(m\) counterexamples each fault candidate is sufficient to fix these observations – each fault candidate is exact. But it is unknown whether a fault candidate is sufficient to fix any faulty behavior wrt. the specification, i.e. whether a fault candidate is complete. Therefore, a designer has to apply SAT-based debugging in a loop: (1) create a counterexample, (2) diagnose fault candidates, (3) fix the design and start again by checking if the specification is now fulfilled. Therefore in each loop the design has to be fixed until the specification is completely fulfilled. The task may be automated [4], but the automation may lead to “unwanted” designs. That is, due to the iterative application of re-synthesis, changes to many different parts of the design may happen. So strengthening the debugging results – by reducing the number of fault candidates – before fixing the design can lead to more accurate fixes.

The approach in [3] heuristically chooses fault candidates that are fixes to a set of counterexamples. But, no guarantee is given that one of the counterexamples contains more information than another one. So, it may happen, that \(m\) counterexamples are heuristically chosen that lead to almost the same
fault candidates. When using too many counterexamples, the size of the SAT instance increases, without reducing the fault candidates.

Regarding completeness previous approaches cannot decide whether the set of computed fault candidates for a given set of counterexamples may fix all faults in the design. So there may be still an uncovered scenario that is not fixable using the final set of fault candidates. Thus, a designer starts debugging with this insufficient set of counterexamples and fault candidates, fixes the observed errors and, after this time consuming process, finds that other qualitatively different errors remain. The process iterates.

IV. INCREASING ACCURACY

In this section an algorithm is proposed, that resolves the above limitations of SAT-based debugging by (1) finding qualitatively different counterexamples and (2) returning only complete fault candidates. The proposed algorithm uses $X$ values to identify redundant counterexamples and to prevent them from further occurrence.

Starting from a faulty implementation and a specification the debugging algorithm computes all fault candidates that can fix all faulty behaviors. The specification may be given as a golden specification for equivalence checking or a property for Bounded Model Checking (BMC) [12].

Each fault candidate in the final set may be used for re-synthesis to compute a concrete repair [4].

In the following the algorithm is explained for combina-
tional EC on the gate level. Adding the extensions mentioned in Section II-B to our approach is straightforward. In Section IV-A the basic idea is presented and explained by an example in Section IV-B. The complete algorithm is proposed in Section IV-C. Finally, a discussion of possible drawbacks and limitations is given in Section IV-D.

A. Idea

Usually counterexample generation and debugging algorithm are separated. That is, first a number of counterexamples are generated and afterwards the debugging algorithm computes the fault candidates. That offers to use different techniques in counterexample generation (e.g. testing or simulation) and for SAT-based debugging. On the other hand, due to the separation it is not possible to control the generation to get a set of “useful” counterexamples. Therefore the idea is to combine counterexample generation and debugging in a single algorithm.

In the following we focus on equivalence checking (EC) wrt. a golden specification. The extension to property checking along the lines of [2] is straightforward.

B. Completeness Check

Figure 2 shows an overview of the process. First, an EC instance is created as shown in Figure 2(a), top. A faulty circuit with correction logic and a specification without correction logic are created and a comparator is connected to the primary outputs. Additionally, a limitation constraint is applied and forces exactly 0 abnormal predicates to behave abnormal – the behavior without additional correction logic. Therefore, any satisfiable solution is a counterexample.

In the figure, the instance is satisfiable, a counterexample is extracted and debugged afterwards (Figure 2(a), bottom). The counterexample is applied and the comparator at the primary outputs is constrained to force the behavior of the specification. This instance becomes satisfiable by increasing the number of activated abnormal predicates to 1. Thus, the counterexample is fixable by activating exactly one abnormal predicate. An explicit enumeration of all solutions is not necessary here, it is sufficient to compute the minimal cardinality $k = 1$.

Now, in parallel to the first instance ($Id\ 0$), a second EC instance ($Id\ 1$) is added (Figure 2(b)). The same abnormal predicate is given to a single component in both instances and the primary inputs $R_{c}$ on the correction logic are forced to $X$. An $X$ denotes all possible values and thus, all erroneous behaviors that can be fixed at this place. Hence, it excludes paths that are already fixable with some value for $X$. If
an $X$ value propagates to one of the primary outputs the instance is unsatisfiable, because the miter output is constrained to be a specified (non-$X$) value 1 or 0. Therefore no new counterexamples are found.

A SAT solver checks whether activating one of the components in $Id_0$ still leaves a counterexample in $Id_1$ that cannot be fixed. Thus, a satisfying solution proves a previous fault candidate not complete.

The second counterexample is extracted and $Id_1$ is constrained for debugging. In the figure, the limitation of $k = 1$ active abnormal predicates is assumed to be sufficient. Each satisfying solution denotes a fault candidate for both counterexamples. In the general case, incrementing $k$ may be necessary (as discussed in Section IV-D).

A third instance $Id_2$ is added as shown in Figure 2(c). The SAT solver proves the model to be unsatisfiable. That is, there are no more counterexamples that are not already fixable under the constraints of $Id_0$ and $Id_1$.

Finally, all fault candidates can be enumerated by running an all solution SAT solver on the model of Figure 2(b). The activation of any fault candidate in the final set allows to fix all counterexamples.

**Example 1.** Consider the computed counterexample of $Id_0$ in Figure 3(a). SAT-based debugging returns $G_1$ and $G_3$ as fault candidates under the limitation $k = 1$. Due to the limitation to 1, either the abnormal predicate of $G_1$ or $G_3$ is activated and therefore one of the components is allowed to behave nondeterministically. Both components behave correct, if a 1 is introduced as correction value $R_c$.

After fixing the first counterexample a second instance $Id_1$ is added. Here, for $G_1$ and $G_3$ an $X$ is assumed on the primary input $R_c$ of the correction logic. Activating $G_3$ leads to an unsatisfiable instance, but activating $G_1$ leads to another, unfixed counterexample as shown in Figure 3(b).

The second counterexample may be fixed at $G_2$ or $G_3$, but $G_2$ does not fix the first counterexample. Therefore, fault candidate $G_3$ is the only one that fixes both counterexamples.

A third instance is added, but no more counterexamples exist after considering $G_3$ as fault candidate. The analysis is complete and $G_3$ is a fault candidate that fixes all faulty behaviors.

**C. Algorithm**

In the following the complete algorithm to obtain only fault candidates that can explain all error traces is presented. The input for the algorithm shown in Figure 4 is a faulty circuit ($F$) and the specification to be fulfilled ($S$) (Line 1). The algorithm proceeds in the following main steps:

1) **Initialization**
2) **Compute limitation $k$ and counterexamples**
   a) Add new EC instance
   b) Find next counterexample. If there are no more counterexamples, return all fault candidates.
   c) Extract counterexample
   d) Compute $k$ and proceed with 2.(a)

**function** debugging ($F$, $S$)

1
\id = 0;
\k = 0;

2 \do

3 \h// Add Model
4 \( (C, l, ABs) = addECInstance (F, S, \id) \);
5 \forall a \in ABs: primaryInput(a) = X;
6 \insert limitation (\{ABs\} = k);
7 \insert forceFaultyBehavior(C);
8 \if (solve() == UNSAT)
9 \return extractAllFaultCandidates();
10 \h// Extract Counterexample
11 cex = extractCounterExample (Id, l);
12 remove \forall a \in ABs: primaryInput(a) = X;
13 remove forceFaultyBehavior(C);
14 \h// Diagnosis
15 constrainCounterExample (F, cex, Id);
16 forceCorrectBehavior(C);
17 \do
18 \if (solve() == SAT) break;
19 \k = k + 1;
20 \insert limitation (\{ABs\} = k);
21 \while (k \leq |ABs|);  
22 \Id = Id + 1;
23 \while (true):
24 \end function;

**Fig. 4. Algorithm**

**Step 1. Initialization** – First, the counter for the number of instances ($Id$) and the limitation constraint are initialized ($k$) (Lines 2-3).

**Step 2.(a) Add new EC instance** – Now, a new EC instance from $F$ and $S$ is added and constrained as $Id_0$ (Line 6). The function returns the variable $C$ that encodes the output of the comparator, the number of time frames ($\l$) and the set of abnormal predicates ($ABs$). The variable $C$ may be constrained to force faulty behavior for counterexample generation or to ensure correctness wrt. the specification.

**Step 2.(b) Find next counterexample** – The model is constrained to find a new counterexample in Lines 8–10. First, the additional primary inputs $R_c$ are constrained to $X$ for all $ABs$, followed by forcing exactly $k$ components to behave abnormal. Forcing $R_c$ on all $ABs$ to $X$ is not necessary, but an explicit enumeration of the current set of fault candidates is time consuming and therefore avoided here. Next, the comparator is constrained.

The instance is translated by encoding the three-valued logic into CNF and passed to a SAT solver (Line 12). If the SAT solver returns UNSAT, then the counterexample and all solutions can be obtained (Line 13).

**Step 2.(c) Extract counterexample** – The counterexample ($cex$) is extracted (Line 16).

**Step 2.(d) Compute $k$** – Now, the constraints on the primary inputs of the correction logic and the comparator are removed (Line 17-18).

Debugging starts by constraining $cex$ on the model and forcing the correct behavior on the primary outputs (Lines 21-22). As long as the current limitation to $k$ is not sufficient to satisfy the instance, $k$ is incremented (Lines 23-28).
Finally, the instance counter $Id$ is incremented (Line 30) and the loop continues as long as there are more counterexamples observable (Line 12).

D. Discussion

Incrementally generating the counterexamples is only one possible scenario that involves multiple calls to a costly equivalence checking procedure. Alternatively the approach decides whether a given set of counterexamples (e.g. randomly chosen) is already complete. Otherwise the algorithm generates additional counterexamples, or simply more random counterexamples are added until completeness is reached.

The proposed approach provides complete fault candidates in case of single faults as well as multiple faults. In case of multiple faults, new counterexamples may require to increase the value of $k$. That is, one or more counterexamples are correctable by e.g. one component only, but the new counterexample needs two or more components to be fixed (consider e.g. two unconnected parts of a single circuit). Still, the accuracy increases.

Whenever a new counterexample is created, this means that at least one of the current fault candidates cannot be a complete fault candidate. Therefore, as the number of counterexamples increases, the number of fault candidates decreases if $k$ remains constant. Increasing $k$ may also lead to more fault candidates in case of multiple faults.

The fault candidates in the final set are guaranteed to be complete; their number depends on the counterexamples considered.

To consider debugging wrt. a property only addECInstance in the algorithm has to be modified according to [2] (discussing completeness of fault candidates when considering partial specifications is beyond the scope of this work). Moreover, the model works for hierarchical debugging [9]. If one of the outputs belonging to a component is an $X$ value, an $X$ value is introduced on all output signals.

Due to the encoding, the primary inputs $I$ may be $X$ in a counterexample. Allowing $X$ values in the primary inputs leads to more general counterexamples which is beneficial for debugging [5].

V. Experimental Results

The proposed method was evaluated on combinational and sequential circuits of the LGsynth93 and ITC-99 benchmark suite. The circuits were modified by randomly changing a set of gates. For example an AND was replaced with an OR. Gates are considered as components. In the sequential case the circuits were unrolled for ten time frames.

The experiments are conducted on a Dual-Core AMD Opteron 2220 SE (4.4 GHz, 32 GB main memory). Mini-SAT [13] was used as underlying SAT solver.

The focus is (1) on the accuracy (Section V-A) and (2) the efficiency (Section V-B).

A. Accuracy

First, we focus on accuracy by comparing reduction of the number of fault candidates with an increasing number of counterexamples. We compare our method to standard debugging using random counterexamples from equivalence checking with a SAT solver. The counterexamples were generated by using a non-incremental SAT solver by successively adding blocking clauses. Note that, using a heuristic technique for counterexample generation, e.g. [3], does not guarantee to increase the accuracy.

Figure 5 shows detailed results for a few example runs. The suffix ”-r” marks standard debugging with random counterexamples. Suffix ”-c” marks the proposed method.

Random counterexamples lead to similar observations for all circuits. Often additional counterexamples do not prune fault candidates. In particular for i10, the five random counterexamples do not lead to any reduction of fault candidates. Here, the first counterexample is sufficient to obtain the final set of fault candidates.

In contrast, the proposed method achieves a reduction of fault candidates with each new counterexample. For cordic and misex the size of the final set is less than 3% compared to the set of random counterexamples.

Table I provides further insight. Here, an alternative scenario is considered. For Std. Diagnosis a number of #C counterexamples is used that leads to #FC fault candidates; Time denotes the run time for computing all fault candidates. In a Post-Processing step, the new approach verifies the set of fault candidates to be complete or provides further reduction. That is, an initial debugging instance was created from the counterexamples, and the algorithm calculated additional counterexamples (second column labeled #C) to reduce the fault candidates (second column labeled #FC). Whenever additional counterexamples were generated a reduction of fault
candidates was achieved. Most impressive are the reductions from 369 to 11 fault (misex3) and from 2184 to 14 fault candidates (cordic).

Thus, randomly generated counterexamples only show some errors. Time consuming interactions between verification, debugging and correction are required to fix all errors. In contrast, our approach helps reducing the time caused by debugging. The set of counterexamples directly exhibits qualitatively different errors and only fault candidates that fix all errors are returned.

B. Efficiency

Table II and Table III show the results for single and multiple faults. The columns denote the name of the circuit, the number of gates (#Gates), the minimal cardinality of fault candidates (k), the number of counterexamples to reach completeness (#C). The time is split into time for debugging (Debug), equivalence checking (EC) and total time (Time). The last column denotes the required memory (Memory).

On combinational circuits the required number of counterexamples is moderate. In case of sequential circuits a modification in an early cycle often propagates through the circuit to fix all errors. Thus, often one counterexample is sufficient to reach completeness wrt. to the fault candidates.

The run time for debugging is typically smaller than that of EC in case of single faults. For bid the time out of 100,000 seconds was exceeded. When multiple faults are considered, run time and memory consumption increase significantly. In this case the time for debugging significantly exceeds the time needed for EC. Here, adapting the decision heuristic of the SAT solver as suggested in [2] can help to decrease the overall run time.

In summary, further improving the efficiency is important. But already at this stage, the number of iterations between verification and manual debugging is reduced.

VI. CONCLUSION

We proposed an approach to improve the debugging productivity by producing qualitatively valuable counterexamples. The debugging algorithm returns fault candidates sufficient to rectify all counterexamples. Thus, the fault candidates are more valuable to compute a concrete repair – less time consuming iterations are necessary.

Improving the efficiency of the algorithm is future work. Here, using dedicated tools for equivalence checking and tuning the SAT solver for the specific problem will be considered.
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